SAP Product Lifecycle Management Solutions

SAP PLM Solutions

Infosys has emerged in PLM market as a mature player providing end to end SAP PLM implementation solutions for various industry segments e.g. Aerospace, Automotive, discrete manufacturing, pharmaceuticals, chemical and bulk products, agriculture products etc. PLM is one of the latest growing practices in Infosys with a global presence across 7 industry verticals and multilevel alliances with package vendors including SAP. Infosys is an active member of SAP enterprise services community with a strong development partnership. Our services in SAP PLM feature end-to-end Implementation, product configuration and customization, legacy Data Migration, PLM-ERP-CAD and other enterprise systems Integration and post implementation support. We have proprietary accelerators product lifecycle accelerators that accomplish the render the above services in a cost effective manner using our unique Global Delivery Model (GDM).

Examples of SAP Certified Infosys Solutions

Knowledge reuse & collaboration is one of the Key factors determining the success of a PLM investment. Knowledge in the form of Documents are produced and typically managed in disparate systems across the Product Life Cycle.

Infosys Document Creation and Distribution solution for SAP PLM helps organizations to re-use the knowledge in a single integrated platform. Using a guided procedure approach to create a document in SAP PLM DMS, the Document Creator selects the files from backend systems to upload to SAP PLM and enters the required information details. The packaged composite application has been developed using guided procedures following SAP Composite Application Framework. It can be easily customized to suit specific business requirements.

SAP AG. Alliance

Infosys has signed up to the SAP Global Service Partner Program in order to strengthen its capabilities to deliver enhanced value to customers. The SAP partnership underscores Infosys commitment to SAP applications and its vision of enabling businesses to win in a ‘flat world’. Through this partnership, we provide our customers with access to some of the finest expertise in the world. Infosys also takes an instrumental role in enabling customers to access the business benefits of enterprise service-oriented architecture (enterprise SOA), which is designed to provide businesses with an agile, powerful infrastructure required to grow their businesses and adapt rapidly to changing market conditions. With Infosys collaboration with SAP India, the partnership will support the development of the fast-growing Indian market as well.
Analysts Say

“Infosys has sustainability offerings for manufacturers’ product life cycles, value chains, and IT environment… and Green Engineering Services, which combine design and engineering capabilities with specific metrics and frameworks to impact energy consumption and use.” – IDC Manufacturing Insights (Aug 2009)

“With top-notch domain expertise, technical skills, and favorable cost models, offshore PLM service providers are growing strong despite today’s tepid economy. In particular, larger players such as Infosys have been successful in co-developing specialized frameworks and template solutions with the leading vendors.” – Forrester (Oct 2009)

Key Engagements

European Aero Major
- PLM Process Harmonization
- as is process study, to-be system and business process flow definition
- Replacement of Legacy Solution
- transitioning the legacy systems with new tools
- Solution Deployment
- Complete Training Services and On-the-Shoulder Support

Global Heavy Machinery Major
- Engineering Data Synchronization
- between disparate PLM systems in organizational silos
- Business and IT Consulting
- for SAP PLM system implementation
- SAP PLM Application Configuration and Customization
- SAP PLM and Windchill applications, development of integration adapters

Canadian Aerospace Major
- SAP PLM Product capability assessment
- Integration Framework development
- integration of ENOVIA – SAP PLM – Optegra – Product Data Sharing Hub
- WebDynpro Development
- SAP PLM Application Training

Key Services

PLM Consulting
- Roadmap Definition
  - Diagnostics
  - Strategy & Framework Creation
- Process Study
  - Process Definition
  - Gap Analysis
- Package Evaluation
  - Product Evaluation
  - Selection

Package Implementation
- Implementation
  - End-to-End
  - Specific Stages
- Customization
  - Product Customization
  - Product Enhancements

Value-Added Services
- Integration
  - Extended Enterprise
  - PLM-Legacy Applications Integration
- Performance Tuning
  - Migration
  - Data Migration
  - Version Upgrade
  - Deployment & Roll-out
  - Training

Maintenance & Support
- Production Support
- Existing Application Maintenance
- Follow the sun Support

About Infosys

Many of the world’s most successful organizations rely on Infosys to deliver measurable business value. Infosys provides business consulting, technology, engineering and outsourcing services to help clients in over 30 countries build tomorrow’s enterprise.

For more information about Infosys (NASDAQ: INFY), visit www.infosys.com.